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• If your projects were approved, then the next steps are...
• Need signed Resolution prior to grant Agreement execution
• Work completion date means no work will be reimbursed after this date
• SWRCB does NOT have agreements with 3rd parties
• One main point of contact

Only one person from the Grantee’s organization is to contact the GM. All others must go through the Grantee contact and the Grantee contact will correspond accordingly. This helps ensure that the Grantee is aware of all aspects of the project.

The Grantee can decide on the PD Cert form who the daily contact will be for the GM. If there are several contractors or consultants, they cannot have direct contact with the State Water Board without a representative of the Grantee’s organization present.

• GM=grant manager-SWB
• PA=Program analyst-SWB
• PD=project director-grantee
• PM=project manager-grantee
• Technical contact=DDW only for WQ projects-Regional specific
1. Invoices:
   • Review backup documentation for accuracy and eligibility.
   • Ensures costs are aligned with budget
   • Disputes invoices if necessary
2. Assists with assuring project completion
3. Answers PD/PM questions
• Reviews and processes invoices
• Issue new invoice templates for budget shifts
• Verifies correct funding allocation is used
• Ensure costs align with budget
• Assists with Resolution, PD certs, Std 204, FISCAL, etc.
• Assists with tracking invoice schedules to assure invoice doesn’t become delinquent
• Point of contact for payment questions
  o 10% retention assures all work completion per grant Agreement not just implementation
1. Maintain financial management controls
2. Provides adequate documentation to support expenditures
3. Certify invoices and PR are accurate and reflect the work performed in the period
4. Stays in contact with the Technical Assistance (TA) providers (if applicable) and contractors
• Refer to deliverable table in agreement

1) Start Dates: Costs can be incurred after this date. Some deliverables are due a certain number of days after the start date.

2) Critical Due Dates: If the Grantee is not able to meet these deadlines, they are in Breach of Agreement and an Amendment is required.

3) Estimated Due Dates: It is important to keep the lines of communication open with the GM to keep them updated on the project’s status. If the Grantee is continually not meeting the estimated dates, a Breach of Agreement and/or an Amendment may be warranted.

4) Work Completion Date: Work Completion Date is all work as described in the Grant Agreement. This includes all reporting requirements, monitoring results/reports, administration labor, etc..

5) Final Invoice Date: This is the date at which the invoice should be processed AND APPROVED by the GM. This is NOT the date to send the invoice. The Final Invoice should be submitted to the GM by the work completion date.
Invoices are due on GM’s desk 45-days following end of quarter or monthly—**CAN BE EARLIER!!**

Your accounting department should already be working on 1st invoice, even if no work will be performed 1st quarter

Late invoices may trigger a Breach of Agreement

Submit invoice and progress report even if a $0 invoice

Please emphasize that the Grantee can submit the **invoices earlier** than 45-days following the end of the quarter. The Grantee should keep all lines of communication open with the GM, especially with respect to dates, schedules, budgets, and project status.

- If you’re paying your contractors before we reimburse you, then submit payment records
- If not, then submit payment records per GM’s request
- If start date is back dated (months before execution of the Agreement date), then the first invoice should be a big invoice to catch up to the current quarter
The PA will send the invoice template to the Grantee once the agreement is executed. **The Grantee must use this Excel file only for invoicing. No other document will be accepted.** Only those listed on the PD Cert is allowed to sign the invoices and Progress Reports.

**QUARTERS:**
- Jan-March 31 invoice due May 15 or BEFORE
- April-June 30 invoice due Aug 15 or BEFORE
- July-Sept 30 invoice due Nov 15 or BEFORE
- Oct-Dec 31 invoice due Feb 15 or BEFORE

**MONTHLY:**
- Due 30 days i.e. each month
• The sooner the Grantee can send the invoice following the end of the quarter, the sooner the payment will be received.
• This timeline assumes that the invoice is perfect and no changes or additional information is required.
• Templates are provided for most of these requirements

1. Receipts/Invoices must be for work completed in the reporting period and relates to the scope of work in the agreement.

2. Most issues arise with the Labor Certification Form.
   • Review the labor classifications and rates submitted in the application (Attachment 8A-BUDGET). Classifications submitted on labor certification form must match the list in the budget. Hourly rates must be actuals and can’t be higher than in the budget. Grantee must be able to provide proof that the employee was actually paid that amount, if audited. Grantee can only claim what was actually paid.
   • REMINDER: we do not want grantee timesheets, but grantee should have them if audited to provide proof of employees hours

3) Progress Reports (PR) must be detailed enough to justify the invoices submitted for reimbursement. An auditor must be able to read the PR and understand the project’s status, work completed during the billing period, etc. Lack of detail in the reporting can result in repayment of grant funds when the grant is audited.
NOTE: Need single sided signed originals for each invoice
NOTE: Need single sided signed originals for each invoice

Invoice sheet required and no other forms will be accepted
• The Item No. on the far left is the number each invoice is assigned by the Grantee. Please number the backup pages (by hand or by using text boxes), so the GM’s can review invoices with the relevant backups per cost claimed. ORGANIZATION is KEY!

• The Comments section on the far right is highly important. This is the column that the Grantee will explain why the expenses weren’t submitted in the correct billing period.
• Each column must be filled in completely to ensure processing of the invoice. This must be signed by the PD or those listed on the PD Certification. Please verify that the math is correct. Often, we have to dispute an invoice because of a 1 cent rounding error.

**NOTE:** indirect costs in labor rates are **NOT ALLOWED**. Fringe costs such as (benefits, vacation, sick, disability, etc.) are eligible costs, but no indirect costs such as (multipliers, building rentals, utilities, etc.)
Example of receipt

- Period the work was completed or date the grantee received invoice from their consultants **needs to be within the billing period**
- If the entire backup is not directly related to DWFS project (only parts of the consultant work was related to the SWB project), then use text boxes or hand written notes for GM to easily follow what is directly related to the project
Dates on receipts should be within the billing period
• Roll-over amounts from one invoice to the next are often done incorrectly. **ORGANIZATION is key!!**

• Number the pages and indicate the page number on each item in the invoice summary.

• Progress Reports are another that causes Invoice Disputes. When a Dispute is sent to the Grantee, our review period stops and starts again when the Grantee addresses the issues included in the Dispute. Thus, the payment won’t be sent in 45 days.

• **Overhead/Indirect Charges:** no receipts or invoices from consultants or contractors should list overhead, indirect costs, or have an arbitrary multiplier on the costs. We recommend that the Grantees work with the contractors and consultants to eliminate those items on their invoicing to the Grantee.

• Grantee will need to remove overhead/indirect costs from the reimbursement request on backup sheets (can do by text boxes or by hand)

• **EXAMPLE:** backup is for $500 but $50 is overhead then the grantee will need to remove the $50 from reimbursement request. The grantee can do this by hand or using text boxes-highlighting direct costs if multiple costs on a backup are not related to the SWB project.
GM will send via e-mail

Stops “clock” on payment of invoice (45-day)

“Clock” does not restart until revised invoice or documentation received by GM

- The time required to address the dispute is up to the Grantee.
- There have been instances where the Grantee took several months to provide the required information.
- Lack of responsiveness on the Grantees part can result in a Breach of Agreement.
Documents progression of project

Supports expenditures invoiced

Submitted with Monthly/Quarterly invoice

Describes work performed, accomplishments/setbacks, and milestones

- Go over template PR
- PR’s need to be submitted with each invoice
- Invoice will not be reviewed if no PR
• Emphasize that both the Grantee and the State Water Board must maintain an **auditable file for 7-years**.
• The State Water Board prefers nearly everything in an electronic format.
• The Grantee's files should be similar to this; however, it is not required.
• This is a portion of the information that the State Water Board maintains for 7-years. Invoices may need to go into a separate binder depending on the number of invoices received and the amount of backup documentation.
1. Unsupported expenditures tend to happen when the contractors/consultant invoices are not detailed enough. Need to set a precedence with those you are contracting with to ensure they are held to the same conditions and standards as you. Backup documentation for other funds must be retained for 7-years, if applicable. Timesheets for those personnel working on the project, clearly showing work on grant, must be kept by the grantee. Grantee will submit a form with the employee name, classification, hourly wage, and hours worked for quarter. Grantee will keep the backup documentation with them.

2. Those grantees that have solid internal controls to ensure that the items submitted relate to the project, are within the terms of the grant, are within the invoicing quarter, and are reasonable are better off later. Auditors will come to the office and ask a grantee what their control measures are. Better to have an answer before the grant begins than wait until an auditor is here asking the questions.

3. Constant lack of communication with the GM, lack of reporting, lack of invoicing can all be listed as auditable findings. Those that contact the GM when issues come up or in anticipation of potential issues are always better off than those who keep information from the State.

4. Think thoughtfully about the deliverables in the agreements. The description in the deliverables tables must match the deliverables received. If it is not clear, the deliverable will be listed as not received and potentially funding reverting back to the State.
1. Many times the invoices received from subcontractors/contractors/consultants include work that is outside the scope of the grant agreement. Invoice must clearly state grant project name and describe work as listed in the agreement.

2. Subcontractors will sometimes submit invoices prior to the grant eligible start date and submit them for payment. If work completed date is before the start date of the project, we cannot reimburse.

3. Awarded contracts and sum of invoices from contractors/subs must not exceed the contracted amount.

4. Lack of detail of what work was completed during reporting period is common. Be sure that the contractor/subs are aware of the required detailed information on their invoices during the bid process.

5. Consultants often invoice grantees for multiple different projects where only a small portion of their work relates to the agreement. Request they submit separate bills for just the grant funded project work or have them clearly indicate what components relate to the work for the grant.